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Tuesday, 26 April 2011, Oslo [Norway] 

 
 
13:00 - LECTURE / Kunstakademiet Auditorium – Oslo Academy of Fine Arts / http://www.kunstakademioslo.com/ 
19:00 - FILM SEMINAR / W17, Kunstnernes Hus / http://www.kunstnerneshus.no/ 
 
 
Following his recent Dublin presentation [THREE REGIMES OF SUICIDE], a lecture & film seminar by Marko 
Stamenkovic in Oslo will once again revolve around the ambiguous object of suicide, this time under the French 
title LE LOCATAIRE CHIMERIQUE [A Chimerical Tenant]. Beyond the most common connotation concerning the 
subject (pertaining to self-destructive, ruinous act, fatal to one’s life), the program will approach this issue of 
immense public concern, as well as private torment, through the notion of silence: the impossibility to talk about 
what constitutes the grief and ignorance around the phenomenon of suicide today. The aim is not, however, to 
give an immediate critical/ethical stance about the subject but rather to break the code of silence and open up a 
public discussion by means of visual and textual language, in particular as regards the grammar of film and media. 
Through a modest yet exemplary display of selected works, the main questions arising are the following: how 
could possibly the stigmatized notion of self-destruction be challenged beyond our stereotype - a matter of one’s 
own ‘mental disorder and fragility’? More importantly, how could it be challenged beyond our mute acceptance of 
the fact that suicide is a major public health problem nowadays, since every year approximately one million people 
commit it and ten million people attempt it world-wide? And how does the image of suicidium reside within the 
context of our cultural and political conditions today? The program will feature Copycat (2010), a collaborative 
documentary film project by Tjasa Kancler & Anja Steidinger resulting from their research on self-induced death as 
a social phenomenon and its cinematographic representation. Through the re-enactment of some of the scenes 
from Roman Polanski’s psychological thriller The Tenant (1976), archive footage, film fragments and interviews 
with a psychoanalyst, psychologist, psychiatrist, writer and art curator, the film focuses on the copycat effect to 
question media representation as well as psychological and social causes of suicide: http://copycat.cat/  
 
 
Marko Stamenkovic (*1977) is a freelance curator and art historian based in Belgrade (Serbia) and a member of 
IKT – International Association of Curators of Contemporary Art (Luxembourg). His most recent exhibition project 
is Josef Nadj - The Spirit of Nature, 14th Biennial of Contemporary Art, Pancevo (2010). His current work is 
centered on the transformation of suicide from an ultimate modernist paradigm to a new, trans-cultural media 
paradigm of radical withdrawal.  
 
*THREE REGIMES OF SUICIDE / http://www.gradcam.ie/poster_gradcam_lecture_stamenkovic.pdf 
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